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Year Established 2013 Type of Business Manufacturing/ Service / Other
Website www.emotionwave.com Main Export Countries Canada, China, Singapore

SNS blog.naver.com/ewinc

Main Customer
Domestic Customers International Customers

KY Entertainment, Korea Tourism Organization etc. Phantom Resources, BLS Alberta Inc etc.

The Person In Charge

Name Department Position
Ha Wooyoung Strategic Planning Manager

Phone Mobile E-mail 
+82-70-4808-2620 +82-10-5266-1369 howoy@emotionwave.com

Emotionwave Inc.

Emotionwave is founded in 2013. Under the slogan "The Convergence of Art and Technology," we are creating a new culture 
where anyone can easily enjoy creative activities. It has a number of metaverse-related technologies and provides various 
metaverse services such as developing a metaverse platform and producing content based on this.

AIMPLE Studio
Function and Usage : AIMPLE Studio is a virtual broadcast application based on web3. 
It provides all the functions necessary for virtual broadcasting, including virtual avatar 
generation, motion tracking, broadcast screen setting and streaming.
Marketing and Selling Points : 
-   Virtual Avatar : It supports the creation and use of virtual avatars in various formats, 

from unreal and unity-based ultra-live avatars to cartoon - type avatars such as 
webtoons and animated characters.

-   Motion Capture : Only one webcam, you can move your virtual avatar in real time.
- Virtual Studio : It offers high quality broadcasting studio with various themes produced by unreal programs.
-   Web3 : It consists of a blockchain-based P2E ecosystem. and linked to the NFT marketplace, so it is possible to generate profits 

in the real world by issuing and trading various contents such as broadcast clip videos, cover music, tickets and goods as NFT 
products.

StageCloud
Function and Usage : In Stagecloud, you can experience a variety of musical creative freedom.
Your personal studio provides all the necessary instruments and tools.
You can communicate with other users in various genre.
and create music with creators around the world using AI that enables you to realize musical idea. 
It provides ecosystem to share each other's inspiration through collaboration and showcase your 
music to the world.
and get rewards through challenge and DAO-based auditions. 
It supports users' musical journey, where they realize their dreams of music..
Marketing and Selling Points : 'StageCloud' combines AIoT and LLM technologies to provide an 
innovative Metaverse music platform.
AIoT technology provides intelligent support for music creation, metaverse challenges, and 
weekly challenges, while LLM helps users command AI through natural, user-friendly interactions.
AIoT supports collaborative music creation in the user's studio, and LLM understands musical intent through an interactive 
interface, making it easy to command to AI.
AIoT-based connection with mentors provides intelligent support throughout the music creation process through LLM's 
enhanced effective communication.
These integrated technologies provide a realistic and creative AI-based music experience, introducing a new paradigm in music 
creation through the synergy effect of AIoT and LLM.
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